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Technical English-First Partial Exam 

Examen de Práctica-Total de puntos 25  

Multiple choice (5 points) 

Selecciona la respuesta correcta. Solo hay una opción posible. Se otorga un punto por respuesta 

correcta 

1) The malaria vector is called: 

a) Aedes aegipty b) Anopheles  c) Plasmodium  d) Vinchuca 

2) The Pneumatologist treats: 

a) Diabetes  b) Asthma  c) Hypertension  d) Dengue 

3) The liver and gallbladder are part of the: 

a) Digestive system b) Endocrine system c) Tegumentary system      d) Nervous System 

4) After you finish the residency you become a: 

a) Bachelor b) Fellow c) Resident d) Specialist 

5) When doctors need to touch a highly contagious patients they need to wear 

a) Disposable wear b) Scrubs c) White coat  d) Hospital gown 

Complete (5 points) 

Complete each sentence with a proper word or phrase to give sense to the sentence. You score 

one point per correct answer 

A- Hi Dr. Smith! __________________today? I hope you are doing fine. 
I am Dr. Robertson and I am calling to see if you can come to our 
conference in London this june, is going to be on “myocardial 
infarction”. 
As we know you are a very famous___________________ and your 
experience will be great for our conference. 
In june London is in__________________ and is pretty warm, sunny 
and dry. Bring light clothings. 

B- _______________________for the invitation Dr. Robertson, I will be 
very happy and honoured to go to your conference. 

A- You are ______________________. Will be looking foward to see you 
at the conference Dr. Smith. 
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Name (10 points) 

Name at least 2 (two) items of each excerise. You score one point per correct and complete 

answer 

1) Greetings according to the time of the day 

 

2) Characteristics of the weather in the fall 

 

 

3) Structures of the upper limb 

 

4) Clothes use in the OR 

 

 

 

5) Instruments use to examine the patients 

 

Answer the questions (5 points) 

1) What part of the hospital is where patients are admitted to get treatment and stay in the hospital? 

 

 

2) What part of the lower limb is between the hip and the knee? 

 

 

3) What specialist treats kidney problems? 

 

 

4) What tool we use to examine the eye? 

 

 

5) What are scrubs? 


